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Abstract
The formalisms for knowledge representation and reasoning
(KR&R) typically have a variety of semantics, each one hav-
ing its particular application scenarios. However, the KR&R
community cannot readily benefit from such a variety due to
a lack of efficient solver technology. This is partly caused by
the fact that solver development is laborious and even accom-
plishing a working prototype can form a major effort.
In this paper, we introduce a new framework that enables us to
declaratively specify a given semantics in second-order logic
and to automatically generate a solver from that specifica-
tion. Hence, KR&R researchers can rapidly develop a solver
prototype for their new/existing semantics with a minimal ef-
fort. Technically, our framework builds on a recent approach
for nesting SAT solvers based on lazy clause generation.
We evaluate our framework in the context of Dung’s argu-
mentation frameworks, logic programming, and propositional
logic subject to standard and non-standard semantics. We
show for each of those formalisms that one can easily spec-
ify its semantics using a few second-order sentences and that
one can effectively obtain a solver for that semantics using
our automated solver generation procedure.
For instance, in the case of argumentation frameworks, we
obtain 16 different solvers, each solving one of four infer-
ence tasks for one of four major argumentation semantics and
show that our solvers (slightly) outperform the best solver
from the last system competition despite not being tuned for
argumentation instances.
1 Introduction
Decades of research in Knowledge Representation (KR)
have produced an immense amount of interesting KR lan-
guages that often come with a variety of semantics, each
obeying different intuitions. Unfortunately, development of
solver technology for these languages often lags behind, and
for several languages the research remains purely theoreti-
cal. One possible explanation for this state of affairs is the
fact that solver development is laborious and even accom-
plishing a working solver prototype can form a major im-
plementation effort. Thus, the KR community often cannot
readily benefit from the rich variety of languages in practice.
Luckily, both the number of available solvers and their
efficiency has vastly improved over the last years. One
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of the most important boosts to solver development has
been the addition of conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL)
(Marques-Silva and Sakallah 1999) to SAT solvers, increas-
ing both the popularity of SAT solvers for tackling real-life
problems and their efficiency.
Many communities have warmly embraced CDCL. Re-
searchers extended CDCL to create solvers for rich KR lan-
guages that go beyond SAT either because they try to tackle
problems of a complexity higher than NP or because propo-
sitional logic is too limited to concisely express certain do-
main specific constraints, such as graph properties. To go
beyond NP, one often either uses incremental SAT solving
(Nadel and Ryvchin 2012) or extends the SAT language
and solvers with, respectively, new constraints and propa-
gators for those constraints. In the latter case, propagators
often generate clauses to communicate with the underlying
SAT solver. This approach has been followed in a number
of fields. For instance, in the form of lazy clause genera-
tion (Ohrimenko, Stuckey, and Codish 2009) in constraint
programming (Apt 2003), and DPLL(T) (Ganzinger et al.
2004) in SAT modulo theories (Barrett et al. 2009). An anal-
ogous architecture can be found inside modern answer-set
solvers (Gebser, Kaufmann, and Schaub 2012; De Cat et al.
2013; Alviano et al. 2015) as well as in many other exten-
sions to SAT solvers (Gebser, Janhunen, and Rintanen 2014;
Bayless et al. 2015).
Even though one can often build on efficient, extensible
SAT solvers (Ee´n and So¨rensson 2004), extending a SAT
solver tends to become a tedious and time-consuming pro-
gramming exercise. The goal of this paper is to overcome
this difficulty. To this end, we present a new methodology
that enables declarative specification of a semantics of a
KR formalism. We present tools that, given such a declara-
tive specification, automatically produce a SAT-based solver
for the specified semantics. This solver consists of a CDCL
solver augmented with automatically generated propagators
that perform lazy clause generation. The propagators them-
selves use CDCL under assumptions (Nadel and Ryvchin
2012) to generate small learned clauses.
We evaluate the proposed methodology from a KR per-
spective. We compactly describe various semantics of dif-
ferent formalisms in second-order logic and automatically
obtain solvers from these specifications. In the context
of Dung’s argumentation frameworks (Dung 1995), dis-
cussed in Section 3, we present solvers for finding an ex-
tension, enumerating extensions, cautious reasoning and
credulous reasoning for four main semantics, namely, com-
plete semantics, stable semantics, preferred semantics and
grounded semantics. For logic programming, in Section 4,
we create solvers for the stable model semantics (Gelfond
and Lifschitz 1988) and the grounded model semantics (Bo-
gaerts, Vennekens, and Denecker 2015). In Section 5, we
specify several semantics for propositional logic: classi-
cal models, HT-models (Heyting 1930), equilibrium mod-
els (Pearce 2000), supported models (Tasharrofi 2013), and
parallel circumscription (Lifschitz 1985).
Since our methodology is purely declarative, it is also
very flexible: small changes in semantics, or in the used rea-
soning task, translate to small changes in the second-order
specifications. This flexibility shows up in the context of ar-
gumentation frameworks where large parts of the specifica-
tions are shared when changing semantics or reasoning task.
One might wonder whether this generic approach is effi-
cient enough for practical use. We are confident that strongly
tuned domain-specific solvers can always outperform such
a solver. However, in many cases, obtaining the absolute
best possible performance is not worth the development cost
(for example when prototyping solvers for a certain seman-
tics, writing checkers for competitions, or tackling applica-
tions that are not really pushing the boundaries of the cur-
rent technology). In such cases, our methodology can be
used (and in fact should be used given the low development
cost). We experimentally evaluate performance in the con-
text of argumentation frameworks. Here, we show that our
solvers (slightly) outperform the state of the art solvers on
the benchmarks used in the argumentation competition.
On the technical level, our approach is based on recent
work by Janhunen, Tasharrofi, and Ternovska (2016). They
developed a solver, called SAT-TO-SAT that integrates a
CDCL solver with lazy clause generation propagators that
internally use another CDCL solver as an oracle. Soon af-
ter this solver was presented, it was extended to allow for
deeper nesting of solvers, essentially resulting in a solver for
Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs) (Bogaerts, Janhunen,
and Tasharrofi 2016). In Section 2.1 we recall the working of
SAT-TO-SAT. Our methodology builds upon SAT-TO-SAT
by adding a second-order modelling language and automati-
cally generating the SAT-TO-SAT specifications based on a
second-order specification.
This paper’s main contribution is to show that, with the
SAT-TO-SAT methodology, reasonably efficient solvers can
be easily generated for a broad variety of logics. This paper’s
tools and examples are available at http://research.
ics.aalto.fi/software/sat/sat-to-sat/.
2 SAT-TO-SAT and Second-Order Logic
2.1 Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with the basic concepts of proposi-
tional logic. A vocabulary is a set of symbols, also called
atoms; we use σ, τ, ν to refer to vocabularies. A literal is an
atom or its negation. Propositional formulas are defined in
the standard way. A formula is in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) if it is a conjunction of disjunctions of literals. If σ is
a vocabulary, a (two-valued) σ-interpretation is a mapping
σ → {t, f} where t denotes true and f false. A partial σ-
interpretation is a mapping σ → {t, f ,u}, where u denotes
unknown. We call I more precise than J (notation I ≥p J) if
I(p) = J(p) whenever J(p) 6= u. The satisfaction relation
|= between interpretations and propositional theories is de-
fined as usual. We call ϕ I-satisfiable if ϕ has a model more
precise than I and I-unsatisfiable otherwise.
Traditionally, the task of a SAT solver is to check the sat-
isfiability of a CNF ϕ over vocabulary ν. But many SAT
solvers do more than that: they return a model of ϕ (hence,
they perform the model expansion task) and they explain
their answer (SAT and a model or UNSAT) in terms of a set
of so-called assumptions (Nadel and Ryvchin 2012). In this
paper, we assume that ν is the disjoint union of two vocabu-
laries σ and τ , an assumption vocabulary σ and an internal
vocabulary τ .
Definition 2.1 (Explaining Satisfiability). Let ϕ be a for-
mula over ν and ν = σ ∪ τ where σ and τ are disjoint.
Let J be a partial σ-interpretation and M be a partial τ -
interpretation. We say that (J,M) explains ϕ’s satisfiability
if all ν-interpretations more precise than J and more precise
than M satisfy ϕ.
Definition 2.2 (SAT-solver). Suppose ν = σ ∪ τ . A SAT-
solver is a procedure that takes as input a ν-CNF T and a
two-valued σ-interpretation I .
• If T is I-satisfiable, it returns (SAT, J,M) such that
J ≤p I and (J,M) explains the satisfiability of ϕ.
• Otherwise, it returns (UNSAT, J) where J ≤p I is such
that T is J-unsatisfiable.
Hence SAT solvers solve the satisfiability problem of T
under assumptions I . Note that in formalisations of SAT
solvers, often a J that explains the answer of the solver is
not present. However, J can always be taken equal to I .
Modern SAT solvers, such as MiniSAT (Ee´n and So¨rensson
2004), support smart reasoning methods to generate better
(less precise) J .
In order to solve problems of form ∃ν : T , state-of-the-art
SAT solvers use the conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL)
algorithm (Silva, Lynce, and Malik 2009). The CDCL algo-
rithm works by maintaining a state that represents a partial
ν-interpretation. We useS(S) to denote the state of a solver
S. The algorithm uses operations of propagation, decision,
backjumping, and restart to manipulate its state. Propaga-
tion takes a state S(S) and either returns a (possibly) more
precise state that is the consequence of its previous state, or
returns a conflict clause showing no model can extend the
current state. The decision operation takes a non-conflicting
stateS(S) and branches the search on a variable v (decision
variable) that is currently unassigned inS(S). Backjumping
takes a conflicting state S(S), learns a clause from it and
returns to a less precise non-conflicting state. The restart op-
eration restarts the search while remembering learnt clauses.
Janhunen, Tasharrofi, and Ternovska (2016) recently in-
troduced a framework for combining SAT solvers so that
they solve ∃∀QBF problems together. Essentially, this
framework is based on lazy clause generation (Ohrimenko,
Stuckey, and Codish 2009) where clauses are obtained from
calls to another SAT solver. In this section, we present a for-
malisation of the working of SAT-TO-SAT in a slightly gen-
eralised setting, based on the work by Bogaerts, Janhunen,
and Tasharrofi (2016).
The input for SAT-TO-SAT is an ∃∀QBF of the form
T = ∃σ : ϕ ∧ (¬∃τ1 : ψ1) ∧ · · · ∧ (¬∃τn : ψn),
where ϕ is a σ-CNF and ψi’s are νi-CNFs with νi = σ ∪ τi.
Without loss of generality, from now on, we assume that
n = 1 and use τ for τ1, ψ for ψ1 and ν for σ ∪ τ .
SAT-TO-SAT checks the validity of T , i.e., it returns SAT
iff there exists a σ-interpretation I that satisfiesϕ such thatψ
is I-unsatisfiable and returns UNSAT otherwise. To explain
how SAT-TO-SAT works, we need some terminology:
Definition 2.3 (Lowerbound/Upperbound Mapping). The
LU-mapping of vocabulary σ is σlu = {pu | p ∈ σ} ∪ {pl |
p ∈ σ} with pu (resp. pl) representing upper- (resp. lower-
) bound of p. The LU-mapping of a partial interpretation
I , denoted as Ilu , is a 2-valued σlu -interpretation so that
Ilu(pu) = t if and only if I(p) 6= f and Ilu(pl) = t if
and only if I(p) = t.
Note that for each atom p in the vocabulary σ, Ilu satis-
fies Ilu(pl)≤t I(p)≤t Ilu(pu), i.e., pl (respectively pu) is a
lower- (respectively upper-) bound on the truth value of p.
Definition 2.4 (σ-under-approximation). Let ψ be a σ ∪ τ
formula. A σ-under-approximation of ψ is any σlu ∪ τ -
formula η such that for all interpretations I:
(1) if I is a two-valued σ-interpretation, then ∃τ : η is sat-
isfied in Ilu iff ∃τ : ψ is satisfied in I , and
(2) if I is a partial σ-interpretation, then Ilu |= ∃τ : η im-
plies that every two-valued σ-interpretation more precise
than I satisfies ∃τ : ψ.
The first condition guarantees that in two-valued interpre-
tations the approximation coincides with the original for-
mula. The second states that if Ilu can be expanded to a
model of η, then I can be expanded to a model of ψ.
Assuming a σ-under-approximation η for ψ, the
SAT-TO-SAT algorithm instantiates two CDCL-solvers Sϕ
(tasked with solving ϕ) and Sη (tasked with solving η). Af-
ter each unit propagation phase of Sϕ, solver Sη is called
with assumptions S(Sϕ)lu .• If Sη returns (SAT, J,M), it then follows from the fact
that η is a σ-under-approximation of ψ that ¬∃τ : ψ (and
hence also T ) is I-unsatisfiable. In this case, J is used to
create a clause that falsifies Sϕ’s current assignment; this
clause is added to ϕ.
• If Sη returns (UNSAT, J), nothing can be concluded. Lit-
erals in J are used as watched literals to avoid calling Sη
again as long as S(Sϕ)lu is more precise than J .
The use of the under-approximation has the effect that if
S(Sϕ) is not exact, the call to the nested solver Sη remains
sound in the sense that whenever Sη finds a model, a conflict
clause can be added to ϕ. In case Sη is unsatisfiable (with
the given assumption), nothing final can be concluded yet.
In this case, the explanation of unsatisfiability can be used
to avoid calling the nested solver too often.
The only thing that remains to be explained is how
SAT-TO-SAT obtains a σ-approximation of ψ. This is done
by the following syntactical transformation.
Lemma 2.5. Let ψ be a σ ∪ τ -CNF. Let ψlu be the σlu ∪ τ -
CNF obtained from ψ by
1. replacing each literal ¬p in ψ with p ∈ σ by ¬pu, and
2. replacing each literal p in ψ with p ∈ σ by pl.
Then, ψlu is a σ-under-approximation of ψ.
Bogaerts, Janhunen, and Tasharrofi (2016) extended these
ideas to a richer setting by allowing a deeper nesting of
solvers, hence essentially solving the validity problem of
arbitrary Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs), where the
structure of the quantification directly maps to the nesting
structure of solvers. SAT-TO-SAT can generate all mod-
els of an input theory (instead of just one) using a standard
wrapper which adds a model invalidating clause each time a
solution is found and continues search afterwards.
2.2 Second-Order Modelling for SAT-TO-SAT
The input language for SAT-TO-SAT is an extension of
the DIMACS format for specifying CNF theories. The
SAT-TO-SAT format (1) allows for multiple CNF specifica-
tions and (2) adds a mechanism to link these specifications
together, i.e., to specify the nesting structure of the solvers.
Since this is not a natural modelling language, we pro-
vide a high-level interface for our solver. We chose second-
order logic since this is a well-known and widely understood
language with a clear informal semantics. As discussed in
the “Future Work” section, we do not consider second-order
logic to be the final modelling language; we plan to extend
our language with more features to obtain a higher degree of
modelling flexibility.
We assume familiarity with the basics of second-order
logic (SO). A vocabulary σ is a set of predicate and func-
tion symbols. Without loss of generality, in what follows we
assume that σ is relational, i.e., σ has no function symbols.
Terms, atoms, formulas, interpretations and the satisfaction
relation are defined as usual. If I is an interpretation and p
a predicate symbol, we use pI to denote the interpretation
of p in I . A σ-theory T is a set of second-order formulas
with free symbols in σ. Suppose T is σ-theory and p ∈ σ
and σ′ = (σ \ {p}) ∪ {p′}; we use T [p/p′] to denote the
σ′ theory obtained from T by replacing all occurrences of
p by p′. Slightly abusing notation, we sometimes identify a
finite theory T with the conjunction of all formulas in T . If
T is a theory, we sometimes use it in another theory as an
abbreviation to put the formula it represents in that place.
For vocabularies σ and τ ⊆ σ, the model expansion task
takes a σ-theory T and a τ -interpretation I and returns a σ
interpretation J such that J |= T and J |τ = I if such J
exists and returns UNSAT otherwise.
In order to translate a model expansion task for SO
into a SAT-TO-SAT specification, we developed a tool,
called SO2GROUNDER that takes as input a second-order
theory T and a vocabulary τ and returns a τ -grounder
for T . That is, it returns a tool that takes as input a τ -
interpretation I (in the form of a set of facts) and returns a
SAT-TO-SAT-specification. The current implementation of
SO2GROUNDER is very basic and works by simple theory
transformations as follows. (1) First, it transforms T into the
form ∃ν1 : ϕ1 ∧ ¬∃ν2 : ϕ2, where ϕ1 is a theory without
second-order quantifications and ϕ2 is a theory of the same
form as T . This is done by pulling second-order quantifica-
tions as much outwards as possible using equivalences such
as (∃p : ϕ) ∧ ψ ≡ ∃p : (ϕ ∧ ψ) for rewriting. (2) Next, it
transforms ϕ1 to a set of sentences of the form
∀X : ψτ0 ⇒ (∃Y 1 : ψτ1 ∧ψ1)∨· · ·∨ (∃Y n : ψτn∧ψn), (1)
where the ψτi are conjunctions of literals over τ and the
ψi are disjunctions of literals over σ∗ \ τ , and σ∗ extends
σ with introduced Tseitin symbols. Intuitively, the ψτi are
guards of the quantifications. They serve to limit the do-
main of variables that need to be instantiated. In order to
obtain sentences of this form, ϕ1 is first transformed into
negation normal form by pushing negations inwards and,
afterwards, Tseitin symbols are introduced where needed.
(3) First-order sentences of the form (1) correspond exactly
to rules in a GRINGO-SATGRND specification (Gebser et al.
2015). SO2GROUNDER creates a script that calls GRINGO-
SATGRND to instantiate all first-order variables and create a
CNF. A recursive call to SO2GROUNDER results in a script
to ground ∃ν2 : ϕ2. (4) Finally, it outputs a script that cre-
ates the two above groundings and links them together into
a single SAT-TO-SAT specification.
The first step determines the structure of the resulting
specification without instantiating any quantifications; all in-
stantiations are done by GRINGO-SATGRND .
The current implementation of SO2GROUNDER has some
limitations: (a) Step (1) above is not possible for all SO the-
ories. For instance in the theory ∀X : ∃p : p(X), the first-
order variable X cannot be pushed inside the second-order
quantification. Theories of this kind are currently not yet
supported. (b) The current implementation using GRINGO-
SATGRND is sometimes very slow. (c) The current imple-
mentation requires that each first-order quantification needs
to be bound by some predicate in τ to ensure finite ground-
ing (i.e., to ensure the safety of the rules in the GRINGO-
SATGRND specification). For instance, a sentence of the
form ∀X : reach(X) is not allowed if reach 6∈ τ , but
a sentence ∀X : in node(X) ⇒ reach(X) is allowed if
in node ∈ τ . Developing a dedicated grounder that does
not rely on GRINGO-SATGRND is a topic for future work.
In this grounder, we can overcome the limitation (a) by in-
terleaving instantiation of first-order variables and detecting
the structure of the SAT-TO-SAT specification.
The syntax used in our tool is an ASCII representation of
second-order theories, similar to the IDP language (De Cat
et al. 2014).
One might wonder whether it is a good idea to use the
entire second-order modelling power, which essentially al-
lows to encode problems arbitrary high in the polynomial
hierarchy, to tackle (relatively) simple problems, such as
for instance NP complete problems. Some remarks are in
place here. First of all, in case T is an existential second
order (∃SO) theory, the SAT-TO-SAT instance generated
by our grounder will simply be a CNF, without any nest-
ing structure. In this case, SAT-TO-SAT is simply a SAT
solver, which is the standard for tackling problems in NP.
Secondly, if your theory is not an ∃SO theory, it might
still be beneficial in practice to use the SAT-TO-SAT ap-
proach. For certain classes of theories (the exact classes have
to be determined in future work, but one example includes
the Hamiltonian path theory from Janhunen, Tasharrofi, and
Ternovska (2016)), having a nested solver will not increase
complexity since the nested solver only needs to perform
unit-propagation (no search). Hence in this case, the overall
solving algorithm remains in NP. In all other cases, a thor-
ough experimental evaluation should determine whether this
approach is beneficial on practical applications or not.
3 Dung’s Argumentation Frameworks
Abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) (Dung 1995) are
simple and abstract systems to deal with contentious infor-
mation and draw conclusions from it. In AFs, we are not in-
terested in the actual content of arguments; this information
is abstracted away. In spite of their conceptual simplicity,
there exist many different semantics with different proper-
ties in terms of characterization, existence, and uniqueness.
An abstract argumentation framework Θ is a directed
graph (A,R) in which the nodes A represent arguments and
the edges in R represent attacks between arguments. We say
that a attacks b if (a, b) ∈ R. A set S ⊆ A attacks a if some
s ∈ S attacks a. A set S ⊆ A defends a if it attacks all
attackers of a. An interpretation of an AF Θ = (A,R) is a
subset S of A. The intended meaning of such an interpre-
tation is that all arguments in S are accepted (or believed)
and all arguments not in S are rejected. Interpretations are
ordered according to the acceptance relation: S1 ≤ S2 iff
S1 ⊆ S2, i.e., if S2 accepts more arguments than S1. There
exist many different semantics of AFs that each define dif-
ferent sets of acceptable arguments according to different
standards or intuitions. The major semantics for argumenta-
tion frameworks can be formulated using two operators: the
characteristic function FΘ mapping an interpretation S to
FΘ(S) = {a ∈ A | S defends a}
and the operator UΘ (U stands for unattacked) that maps an
interpretation S to
UΘ(S) = {a ∈ A | a is not attacked by S}.
An interpretation S is conflict-free if it is a postfixpoint of
UΘ (S ≤ UΘ(S)), i.e., if no argument in S is attacked by S.
The characteristic function is a monotone operator; its least
fixpoint is called the grounded extension of Θ. The opera-
tor UΘ is an anti-monotone operator; its fixpoints are called
stable extensions of Θ. A complete extension is a conflict-
free fixpoint of FΘ. An interpretation is admissible if it is a
conflict-free postfixpoint of FΘ. A preferred extension is a
≤-maximal complete extension. Many more semantics, such
as semi-stable extensions, naive extensions, and stage ex-
tensions can be characterized in a similar way (Dung 1995;
Verheij 1996; Caminada, Carnielli, and Dunne 2012).
3.1 Finding Extensions for Various AF Semantics
We now describe four different semantics of argumentation
frameworks in second order logic and hence obtain solvers
that perform model expansion for these semantics. After-
wards, we show how the same second-order theories can be
reused to create solvers that perform other types of inference
for argumentation frameworks under the different semantics.
Our particular choice of semantics and inference tasks were
motivated by the 2015 International Competition on Com-
putational Models of Argumentation (ICCMA 2015).
In this section, we assume that an argumentation frame-
work is represented by two predicates: a unary predicate a,
such that a(X) holds iff X is a node and a binary predicate
r such that r(X,Y ) holds if X attacks Y . We use a unary
predicate s to describe the extensions in various different se-
mantics. For instance, the theory TGR below is such that for
any a model I of TGR, the set sI is a conflict-free extension
of (aI , rI). This relation is formalized in Theorem 3.2.
First, we provide some second-order theories defining
useful concepts in the context of argumentation. Afterwards,
we give the theories describing the four semantics. Conflict-
freeness of s is expressed by the following theory.
TCF = {¬∃N,M : r(N,M) ∧ s(N) ∧ s(M).}
Indeed, this theory simply states that there can be no two
nodes in s such that one of them attacks the other. Two use-
ful notions, the nodes attacked and defended by s (denoted
att and def ) are defined by the following theory.
TAD ={ ∀N : att(N)⇔(a(N) ∧ ∃M : r(M,N) ∧ s(M)).
∀N : def (N)⇔(a(N) ∧ ∀M : r(M,N)⇒att(M)).
}
This theory defines att as the set of arguments N such that
there is some M in s that attacks M and defines def as the
set of arguments N such that s attacks all attackers of N .
These two definitions closely follow the informal descrip-
tion of attack and defense as defined earlier. Fixpoints of FΘ
are described by the following theory.
TFP = {TAD. ∀N : s(N)⇔ def (N).}
This theory indeed states that s equals the set of nodes that
are defended by s, i.e., that it is a fixpoint of FΘ. Recall that
we use TAD as an abbreviation to insert the contents of TAD.
The following theory represents the grounded semantics.
TGR =

TFP .
¬∃s′, att ′, def ′ :
TFP [s/s′, def /def ′, att/att ′]∧
(∀N : s′(N)⇒ s(N))∧
(∃N : s(N) ∧ ¬s′(N)).

In TGR, we demand that s is a fixpoint of FΘ by includ-
ing TFP . The expression ¬∃s′, att ′, def ′ . . . expresses that
there exists no smaller fixpoint (there is no s′ that is a strict
subset of s and that is a fixpoint of FΘ as well).
The stable semantics is expressed by the following theory.
TST = { TAD. ∀N : a(N)⇒ (s(N)⇔ ¬att(N)). }
This theory contains the definitions of att and def and the
condition ∀N : a(N) ⇒ (s(N) ⇔ ¬att(N)), which ex-
presses that s consists exactly of those nodes not attacked
by s, i.e., that s is a fixpoint of UΘ.
The following theory expresses the complete semantics.
TCO = {TFP . TCF .}
By including TCF and TFP , this theory expresses that s is a
conflict-free fixpoint of FΘ, i.e., a complete extension of Θ.
Finally, the preferred semantics is described by the fol-
lowing theory.
TPR =

TCO.
¬∃s′, att ′, def ′ :
TCO[s/s′, def /def ′, att/att ′]∧
(∀N : s(N)⇒ s′(N))∧
∃N : s′(N) ∧ ¬s(N).

This theory expresses that s is a complete extension and
that it is subset-maximal: the formula ¬∃s′, . . . states that
there can be no s′ that is a strict superset of s and that is also
a complete extension.
Definition 3.1. Let T be second-order theory with free sym-
bols a, r, and s and let ς be an argumentation semantics.
We say that T describes ς if for each AF (A,R), a struc-
ture I with aI = A and rI = R is a model of T if and only
if sI is an extension (according to ς) of (A,R).
Theorem 3.2. The following hold:
• ∃att , def : TGR describes the grounded semantics,
• ∃att , def : TST describes the stable semantics,
• ∃att , def : TCO describes the complete semantics, and
• ∃att , def : TPR describes the preferred semantics of AFs.
3.2 Other Inference Methods for AFs
In Section 2, we discussed how SAT-TO-SAT can perform
model expansion to find one (or more) models of a second-
order theory. As shown in Theorem 3.2, this boils down
to generating extensions for argumentation frameworks if
we instantiate SAT-TO-SAT with the above theories. Of-
ten, other inference methods are considered for AFs. In this
paper, we show how to declaratively build solvers that (in
one of the above semantics) perform the following inference
tasks: (1) finding some extension (SE); (2) enumerating all
extensions (EE); (3) credulous inference, i.e., deciding if an
argument x holds in some extension (DC); and (4) skeptical
inference, i.e., deciding if an argument x holds in all exten-
sions (DS).
If a theory Tς that describes some semantics ς is given,
we already described how to automatically build solvers that
perform inference tasks SE and EE. For DC and DS, we
simply note that credulous and skeptical reasoning are re-
spectively equivalent to model expansion for the following
theories T credς and T skepς :
T credς = {∃s : Tς ∧ s(x).} T skepς = {∀s : Tς ⇒ s(x).}
Theorem 3.3. Let ς be an argumentation semantics and Tς
be a theory describing ς . Let (A,R) be an argumentation
framework and x ∈ A an argument. The argument x is cred-
ulously (respectively skeptically) inferred by (A,R) (under
semantics ς) if and only if there exists a model of T credς (re-
spectively T skepς ) that interprets a as A and r as R.
Theorem 3.3 shows that both credulous and skeptical rea-
soning tasks can be easily accomplished in our framework.
SAT-TO-SAT– CoQuiAAS Some Extension Enumerate Extensions Credulous Inference Skeptical Inference
Complete Semantics 192 – 192 191 – 191 576 – 575 576 – 576
Preferred Semantics 192 – 191 190 – 189 576 – 576 576 – 576
Grounded Semantics 192 – 192 192 – 192 576 – 576 576 – 576
Stable Semantics 192 – 192 192 – 191 576 – 576 576 – 576
Table 1: Experimental evaluation of SAT-TO-SAT vs CoQuiAAS on all 16 tracks of the latest argumentation competition. The
first number is the number of instances solved by SAT-TO-SAT; the second the number of instances solved by CoQuiAAS.
3.3 Experimental Evaluation
We equipped SAT-TO-SAT with 16 ASCII representations
of the above theories, resulting in 16 different argumenta-
tion solvers (four reasoning tasks for four semantics). We
evaluated this approach on all benchmarks used in the latest
argumentation competition (ICCMA 2015). This benchmark
set contains tests for four semantics: (1) complete semantics,
(2) preferred semantics, (3) grounded semantics, and (4) sta-
ble semantics. For each semantic, the benchmarks contain:
• 192 instances with inference task SE,
• 192 instances with inference task EE,
• 576 instances with inference task DC, and
• 576 instances with inference task DS.
We compared performance of our approach with Co-
QuiAAS (Lagniez, Lonca, and Mailly 2015), the win-
ner of last years competition. All tests were run on
an Intel c©Xeon c©E5-4652 CPU clocked at 2.70GHz with
260GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 14.04LTS. Tests were run
with a time limit of 600 seconds (the same limit as in the
competition). Table 1 compares the number of instances
solved by SAT-TO-SAT versus CoQuiAAS for the various
combination of inference task and semantics.
As Table 1 shows, in 12 out of the 16 settings,
SAT-TO-SAT and CoQuiAAS both solve the same number
of instances while, in the rest, SAT-TO-SAT solves more
instances than the winner of last year’s competition. Even
though these results suggest that SAT-TO-SAT outperforms
CoQuiAAS, we must be careful before making a conclu-
sion for two reasons. First of all, in many settings, both
SAT-TO-SAT and CoQuiAAS simply solve all instances,
meaning that the test set cannot truly reveal the performance
difference between these two solvers. Secondly, when com-
pared to time limits used in other domains such as SAT com-
petitions, the 10 minute time limit is very short and can-
not reliably distinguish between the performance of differ-
ent solvers. We plan to extend our benchmarks to harder in-
stances in the future.
It is worth stressing that SAT-TO-SAT is not designed as
a solver for argumentation. With only a few lines of code (an
ASCII-representation of theories TCO, TPR, TGR, and TST )
we turned it into a solver for argumentation that performs on
par with the winner of last year’s competition (on the bench-
marks used in that competition). This technique can be ex-
tended to handle more semantics from abstract argumenta-
tion theory and can in principle be used in any domain with
a semantics that can be described using some second-order
formula. In the future, we plan to also apply this technique
to richer formalisms from the field of abstract argumenta-
tion, such as Abstract Dialectical Frameworks (Brewka and
Woltran 2010).
4 Logic Programming
In this section, we discuss how our results apply to logic pro-
gramming. We restrict our attention to propositional logic
programs. However, the ideas presented here can easily be
generalized to richer settings. We show how to construct a
stable model generator and a grounded model generator.
Let Σ be a propositional alphabet, i.e., a collection of
symbols which are called atoms. A literal is an atom p or
the negation ¬q of an atom q. A logic program P is a set of
rules r of the form h1∨· · ·∨hl ← a1∧· · ·∧an∧¬b1∧· · ·∧
¬bm, where the hi’s, ai’s, and bi’s are atoms. The formula
h1 ∨ · · · ∨ hl is called the head of r, denoted by head(r),
and the formula a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∧¬b1 ∧ · · · ∧¬bm the body of
r, denoted by body(r). A program is called normal if l = 1
for all rules in P . An interpretation I of the alphabet Σ is an
element of 2Σ, i.e., a subset of Σ.
4.1 Stable Models
An interpretation is a model of P if for each rule r in P ,
whenever body(r) is satisfied by I , so is head(r). The reduct
of P with respect to I , denoted as PI , is the logic program:
{h1 ∨ · · · ∨ hl ← a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an |
h1 ∨ · · · ∨ hl ← a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∧ ¬b1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬bm ∈ P
∧ bi 6∈ I for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
An interpretation I is a stable model of P if it is a minimal
model of PI . If τ ⊆ σ and P is a logic program such that
no atom a ∈ τ occurs in the head of a rule in P , we call I a
parameterized stable model of P with respect to parameters
τ if I is a stable model of P∪(I∩τ) (Denecker et al. 2012).
This semantics generalizes the stable semantics by introduc-
ing a set of parameters that can have arbitrary values; they
are sometimes also called external atoms or open atoms.
We can describe a logic program by means of predicates
r, a, h, pb, and nb with intended interpretation that r(R)
holds for all rules with identifier R, a(A) holds for all atoms
A, h(R,H) means that H is an atom in the head of rule
R, pb(R,A) that A is a positive literal in the body of R
and nb(R,B) that B is the atom of some negative literal in
the body of R. This reified meta-representation of logic pro-
grams is analogous to the one used for example by Gebser et
al. (2008). With this vocabulary, augmented with predicates
p and i with intended meaning that p(A) holds for all pa-
rameters and i(A) holds for all atoms true in some interpre-
tation, we can describe the parameterized stable semantics
for (disjunctive) logic programs as follows.
TSM =

∀A : i(A)⇒ a(A).
∀R : r(R)⇒
(∀A : pb(R,A)⇒ i(A))
∧ (∀B : nb(R,B)⇒ ¬i(B))
⇒ (∃H : h(R,H) ∧ i(H)).
¬∃i′ :
(∀A : i′(A)⇒ i(A))∧
(∀A : p(A)⇒ (i′(A)⇔ i(A)))∧
(∃A : i(A) ∧ ¬i′(A))∧
∀R : r(R)⇒
(∀A : pb(R,A)⇒ i′(A))
∧(∀B : nb(R,B)⇒ ¬i(B))
⇒ (∃H : h(R,H) ∧ i′(H)).

The first part of this theory expresses that i is interpreted as
a model of P: the constraint i(A) ⇒ a(A) expresses that
the interpretation is a subset of the vocabulary and the sec-
ond constraint expresses that whenever the body of a rule is
satisfied in i, so is at least one of its head atoms. The con-
straint ¬∃i′ . . . expresses that i is ⊆-minimal: there cannot
be an i′ ( i (that agrees with i on the parameters) that is a
model of the reduct of P with respect to i. In other words,
whenever i′ satisfies all positive literals in the body of a rule
R and i satisfies all negative literals in the body ofR, i′ must
also satisfy some atom in the head of R.
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a (disjunctive) logic program and I
an interpretation that interprets {a, r, pb, nb, h} according
to P . Then, I |= TSM if and only if iI is a parameterized
stable model of P .
Theorem 4.2 shows that feeding TSM to SO2GROUNDER
results in an answer-set solver for disjunctive logic pro-
grams that uses SAT-TO-SAT in the background. The
same theory also works for normal logic programs. Many
ASP solvers already exist (Syrja¨nen and Niemela¨ 2001;
Dell’Armi et al. 2001; Gebser, Kaufmann, and Schaub 2012;
De Cat et al. 2013; Alviano et al. 2015). Comparing the
performance of our solver with existing normal/disjunctive
logic programming solvers is a topic for future work.
4.2 Grounded Models
Our methodology can also be used to create solvers for se-
mantics for which no solvers exist yet. One such example
is the grounded model semantics from Bogaerts, Vennekens,
and Denecker (2015). The immediate consequence operator
TP of a normal logic program P (van Emden and Kowalski
1976) maps interpretations to interpretations as follows:
TP(I) = {p | ∃r ∈ P : head(r) = p ∧ body(r)I = t}.
For normal logic programs, Bogaerts, Vennekens, and De-
necker (2015) defined that a set U ⊆ Σ is a 2-unfounded set
of P with respect to interpretation I if TP(I \ U) ∩ U = ∅.
Intuitively, a 2-unfounded set is a set of atoms such that if
you make them false (starting from I), they stay false (when
applying TP ). This definition is a slight variant of the no-
tion of unfounded set from Van Gelder, Ross, and Schlipf
(1991). Furthermore, they defined a new semantics based on
2-unfounded sets. An interpretation I is a grounded model
of P if TP(I) = I and I does not contain any atoms that
belong to a 2-unfounded set U of P with respect to I .1 Un-
til now, no solvers for grounded model semantics exist. By
describing this semantics as the second-order theory TGM
below, we provide the first such solver. We use the same
predicates as in our encoding of the stable semantics. We
use auxiliary predicates u to encode an unfounded set, tb
with intended interpretation that tb(R) holds if R is a rule
with body true in i and tbu with intended interpretation that
tbu(R) holds if R is a rule with body true in i \ u.
TGM =
∀A : i(A)⇒ a(A).
∀R : tb(R)⇔ r(R) ∧ ∃B :
(pb(R,B) ∧ i(B)) ∨ (nb(R,B) ∧ ¬i(B)).
∀A : i(A)⇔ ∃R : tb(R) ∧ h(R,A).
¬∃u, tbu :
(∃A : i(A) ∧ u(A))∧
(∀R : tbu(R)⇔ r(R)∧
∃B : (pb(R,B) ∧ i(B) ∧ ¬u(B))∨
(nb(R,B) ∧ (¬i(B) ∨ u(B))))∧
¬∃A : (∃R : tbu(R) ∧ h(R,A)) ∧ u(A).

The second sentence in this theory defines tb. The third en-
forces that i is a fixpoint of TP ; the last sentence states that
there cannot exist a non-trivial an unfounded set u of P .
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a normal logic program and I an
interpretation that interprets {a, r, pb, nb, h} according to
P . Then, I |= TGM iff iI is a grounded model of P .
5 Propositional Logics
In this section, we study logics (both monotonic and non-
monotonic) that use propositional logic as their syntax. We
describe their semantics in second-order logic, and thus, ob-
tain solvers for all these formalisms.
5.1 Classical Propositional logic
A formula ϕ over vocabulary σ is represented using an
interpretation of a vocabulary τm containing predicates
atom, and , or , imp,neg , and sentence . The domain of this
interpretation consists of all atoms in σ and one identifier
for each subformula of ϕ. The intended interpretation of the
predicates is as follows (1) atom is a unary predicate that
holds for all propositional atoms; (2) and (respectively or ,
imp, and neg) is a predicate such that and(F,G1, G2) (resp.
or(F,G1, G2), imp(F,G1, G2), and neg(F,G)) means that
F is the identifier for conjunctive formula G1 ∧ G2 (resp.
disjunctive formula G1∨G2, implicative formula G1 ⇒ G2
and negative formula ¬G) and, (3) finally, the identifier for
the sentence ϕ is singled out by a unary predicate sentence.
Example 5.1. Let ϕ be the formula (¬p→ q) ∧ (¬q → p).
The reified form of ϕ is the interpretation I with domain
{p, q, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} satisfying
1To be precise, they defined grounded models as an instanti-
ation of the abstract algebraical theory of grounded fixpoints. The
characterization of grounded models we use here is based on Corol-
lary 5.6 from Bogaerts, Vennekens, and Denecker (2015).
atomI = {p, q}, negI = {(1, p), (3, q)},
impI = {(2, 1, q), (4, 3, p)}, andI = {(5, 2, 4)}, and
sentenceI = {5}.
The (classical) satisfaction relation |= between interpreta-
tions and formulas is defined as usual. It can be represented
by the following theory over vocabulary τc := τm ∪ {i, s},
where i is a predicate that encodes an interpretation and s
holds for all subformulas ψ of ϕ such that i |= ψ.
TC =

∀A : atom(A)⇒ (s(A)⇔ i(A)).
∀F,G : neg(F,G)⇒ (s(F )⇔ ¬s(G)).
∀F,G1, G2 : and(F,G1, G2)⇒
(s(F )⇔ s(G1) ∧ s(G2)).
∀F,G1, G2 : or(F,G1, G2)⇒
(s(F )⇔ s(G1) ∨ s(G2)).
∀F,G1, G2 : imp(F,G1, G2)⇒
(s(F )⇔ (s(G1)⇒ t(G2))).
∀F : sentence(F )⇒ s(F ).

This theory simply defines satisfaction (the relation s) by the
standard recursive rules of propositional logic.
Theorem 5.2. Let ϕ be a propositional formula over σ and
Iϕ its reified representation. Let J be a τm ∪ {i}-structure
that equals Iϕ on all symbols except i. Then J is a model of
∃s : TC if and only if iJ is a model of ϕ.
5.2 The Logic of Here and There
The logic of here and there is a non-classical, intuitionis-
tic logic, first defined by Heyting (1930). In this logic, the
semantics of a propositional formula ϕ over σ is given by
two sets of atoms H and T (respectively called “here” and
“there”) with H ⊆ T ⊆ σ. HT-satisfiability, denoted by
〈H,T 〉 |=HT ϕ, is defined recursively as follows:
• 〈H,T 〉 |=HT a if a ∈ H;
• 〈H,T 〉 |=HT F ∧ G (resp. 〈H,T 〉 |=HT F ∨ G) if
〈H,T 〉 |=HT F and (resp. or) 〈H,T 〉 |=HT G;
• 〈H,T 〉 |=HT ¬F if T 6|= F ; and,
• 〈H,T 〉 |=HT F ⇒ G if (1) T |= F ⇒ G and (2) either
〈H,T 〉 6|=HT F or 〈H,T 〉 |=HT G.
The following first-order theory describes HT-
satisfiability for propositional theories over vocabulary
τht := τm ∪ {h, t}. It makes use of two predicates h and t
to encode the pair 〈H,T 〉, a predicate s to encode classical
satisfiability in the interpretation T and a predicate ht to
encode all formulas satisfied in the pair 〈H,T 〉.
THT =

TC [i/t].
∀A : atom(A) ∧ h(A)⇒ t(A).
∀A : atom(A)⇒ (ht(A)⇔ ¬s(A)).
∀F,G1, G2 : and(F,G1, G2)⇒
(ht(F )⇔ ht(G1) ∧ ht(G2)).
∀F,G1, G2 : or(F,G1, G2)⇒
(ht(F )⇔ ht(G1) ∨ ht(G2)).
∀F,G : neg(F,G)⇒ (ht(F )⇔ ¬s(F )).
∀F,G1, G2 : imp(F,G1, G2)⇒
(ht(F )⇔ s(F ) ∧ (ht(G1)⇒ ht(G2))).
∀F : sentence(F )⇒ ht(F ).

This theory contains the definition of classical satisfaction
and the condition that h ⊆ t. The sentences that follow are
straightforward translations of the recursive rules in the def-
inition of the HT-semantics.
Theorem 5.3. Let ϕ be a propositional formula over σ and
Iϕ its reified representation. Let J be a τht-structure that
equals Iϕ on all symbols except h and t. Then J is a model
of ∃s, ht : THT if and only if 〈hJ , tJ〉 |=HT ϕ.
5.3 Equilibrium Logic
Equilibrium logic (Pearce 2000) is a semantics for proposi-
tional theories that extends the stable model semantics for
logic programs. The equilibrium models of a propositional
theory T are defined as those interpretations I so that (1) I
is a classical model of T and (2) there does not exist any
proper subset I ′ of I so that 〈I ′, I〉 is an HT-model of T .
Equilibrium logic is described by the following τc-theory.
TEQ =
{ TC .
¬∃h : THT [t/i]∧
(∃A : atom(A) ∧ ¬h(A) ∧ i(A)).
}
In TEQ, we assert that i satisfies ϕ classically and that there
cannot exist an HT-model 〈h, i〉 of ϕ in which h is a proper
subset of i. As such, with this theory, we obtain a solver for
equilibrium logic. Contrary to earlier work (Cabalar, Pearce,
and Valverde 2005; Pearce, Tompits, and Woltran 2009), our
solver is obtained purely by a declarative description of the
equilibrium model semantics.
Theorem 5.4. Let ϕ be a propositional formula over σ
and Iϕ be ϕ’s reified representation. Let J be a τm ∪ {i}-
structure that equals Iϕ except on i. Then, J |= ∃s : TEQ if
and only if iJ is an equilibrium model of ϕ.
5.4 Supported Models of Propositional Formulas
Tasharrofi (2013) presented a semantics known as supported
semantics for propositional formulas. Despite what its name
suggests, this semantics is also an extension of the stable
semantics of logic programs, in the sense that it respects the
principles of minimality and well-justifiability from Gelfond
and Lifschitz (1990). Informally, this extension defines S to
be a supported model of propositional formula ϕ if ϕ com-
bined with the negation of all atoms false in S entails each
atom in S using the rules of intuitionistic logic. As a con-
sequence of this definition, true atoms are well-justified be-
cause they are provable independently from other true atoms
in S.
Tasharrofi (2013) also characterized supported models us-
ing HT-models as follows: an interpretation I is a supported
model of propositional formula ϕ if and only if 〈I, I〉 is the
unique HT-model of formula
∧{¬x | x is an atom and x 6∈
I} ∧ ϕ. This is equivalent to 〈I, I〉 being the unique HT-
model of φ with T ⊆ I . Using such a characterization of
supported models, supported model semantics is easily for-
mulated in second order logic by the following τc-theory.
TSup =

TC .
¬∃h, t : THT ∧
(∀A : atom(A)⇒ (t(A)⇒ i(A)))∧
(∃A : atom(A) ∧ ¬h(A) ∧ i(A)).

In this theory, we require that (1) s is a classical model of
ϕ (hence, 〈s, s〉 is an HT-model of ϕ), and (2) no other HT-
model 〈h, t〉 of ϕ with t ( i exists.
Using this theory, we automatically obtain the first solver
for propositional formulas under supported model seman-
tics. It is also noteworthy that TEQ and TSup are strikingly
similar. The only difference is that in TSup, t can be a proper
subset of i while, in TEQ, t equals i). This similarity works
as further evidence that our method for automatic genera-
tion of solvers is the right way to produce new solvers. In-
tuitively, solvers for two slightly different semantics (both
are generalisations of the stable semantics to propositional
logic) should not be that different from each other.
Theorem 5.5. Let ϕ be a propositional formula over σ
and Iϕ be ϕ’s reified representation. Let J be a τm ∪ {i}-
structure that equals Iϕ except on i and s. Then, J |= ∃s :
TSup if and only if iJ is a supported model of ϕ.
Using Theorem 5.5, we immediately obtain the first solver
for supported model semantics.
5.5 Parallel Circumscription
Lifschitz (1985) defined theories subject to parallel circum-
scription as triples 〈P, F, T 〉 in which T is a propositional
theory and P and F are two disjoint sets of atoms. A struc-
ture I is a 〈P, F 〉-minimal model of T if (1) I is a classical
model of T and (2) there exists no I ′ ⊆ I such that I ′ is a
classical model of T , I ′ ∩ P = I ∩ P , and I ′ assigns less
atoms in P to true than I does, i.e., I ′ ∩ P ( I ∩ P . Note
that the symbols not in P ∪ F can vary freely.
Assuming that, T is represented using the reification
method as before, and predicates p and f are used to denote
setsP andF of atoms, the semantics of parallel circumscrip-
tion is easily described in second-order logic as follows.
TPC =

TC .
¬∃i′, s′ :
(∀A : f(A)⇒ (i′(A)⇔ i(A)))∧
(∀A : p(A)⇒ (i′(A)⇒ i(A)))∧
(∃A : p(A) ∧ ¬i′(A) ∧ i(A))∧
TC [i/i′, s/s′].

In this theory; we assert indeed that i is a classical model
of T , while being minimal in the sense of circumscription,
i.e., there exists no i′ so that i and i′ coincide on f and i
contains more true atoms from p than i′ does. From TPC ,
we automatically obtain a solver for parallel circumscription
(cfr. Theorem 5.6 below). This is not the first such solver,
e.g., Janhunen and Oikarinen (2004) have created a solver
by translating parallel circumscription into disjunctive logic
programs.
Theorem 5.6. Let 〈P, F, T 〉 be a theory subject to cir-
cumscription and I its reified representation. Let J be a
τm ∪ {i, p, f}-structure that equals Iϕ except on i. Then,
J |= TPC if and only if iJ is a 〈P, F 〉-minimal model of T .
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a generic methodology for
declarative solver development, where solvers for a logi-
cal formalism are generated solely based on a second-order
specification of the semantics. We showed empirically that
this methodology is applicable in a wide range of logics
by (1) presenting solvers for formalisms for which solv-
ing technology was already available, such as argumentation
frameworks, answer set programming, and various seman-
tics for propositional theories, (2) presenting solvers for for-
malisms for which no solving technology existed yet, such
as the grounded model semantics for logic programming and
the supported model semantics for propositional logic. We
showed that this methodology is very flexible: small changes
in semantics or inference task to perform, result in small
changes in the declarative specification. We showed that the
ease with which solvers can be developed in this methodol-
ogy is not always at the expense of efficiency: in the context
of argumentation frameworks, we obtained a level of perfor-
mance comparable to the state of the art.
We identify several major directions for future work.
(1) We will search for more application domains. We pre-
sume this formalism to be applicable to a wide range of log-
ics, and intend to declaratively implement solvers for those
logics. (2) We will extend the modelling language of our
solver with useful concepts. For example, to naturally model
semantics of logic programs with aggregates (Ferraris 2005;
Son, Pontelli, and Elkabani 2006; Pelov, Denecker, and
Bruynooghe 2007; Faber, Pfeifer, and Leone 2011; Gelfond
and Zhang 2014), a notion of aggregate in the language
would be needed. In order to integrate semantics from con-
straint programming, integer functions and arithmetic would
be key concepts to add to our logic. (3) We will bench-
mark our solver on more application domains to test perfor-
mance and if possible improve efficiency of SAT-TO-SAT.
(4) The methodology we present here is purely declarative.
Even though in some cases efficient solvers are generated,
we cannot expect this to always be the case. In such situ-
ations, a developer should not fall back to the imperative
methods immediately. In the future, we plan, besides the
declarative specifications, to allow the user to specify cer-
tain notions of control. For example, Janhunen, Tasharrofi,
and Ternovska (2016) already explained how one can spec-
ify which clauses a nested SAT solver should learn. Addi-
tionally, one might want to control different options, in the
different nested solvers, or the used search strategy. In the
long term, our goal is to provide a methodology that cap-
tures an entire spectrum between declarative and impera-
tive solver development methods, i.e., where a developer
chooses at which level he/she wants to control the execu-
tion of the solver and where the implementation of other
parts is generated automatically from the declarative spec-
ification of the semantics. (5) We will implement a native
version of SO2GROUNDER that does not rely on tools such
as GRINGO-SATGRND .
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